**What's In the Box**

- Dash Cam
- MicroSD Card
- Mount
- User Guide
- Power Cable
- SD Card Reader
- Cable Holder

**Optional Accessories**

- Rear View Camera
- Hardwiring Cable
- MicroSD Card (32/64/128GB)

**Technical Specification**

- **Resolution**:
  - Front: 1080p Full HD
  - Rear: 1080p Full HD (Optional)
- **Camera**:
  - Front: 2.13MP Sony Exmor STARVIS
  - Rear: 2.13MP Sony Exmor STARVIS (Optional)
- **Frame Rate**: 30 fps
- **Viewing Angle**: 140° (Diagonal)
- **Dimensions (WxHxD)**: 4.2 x 1.3 x 2.4 inch
- **Weight**: 107.5g (0.237 lb)
- **Storage Temperature**: -4°~158°F / -20°~70°C
- **Operating Temperature**: 14°~140°F / -10°~60°C
- **Capacity**: MicroSD card 32/64/128GB (UHS-I)
- **Input Power**: DC 12/24V, Built-in Super Capacitor

**F800 PRO**

The Dash Cam that Does It All

Driving Innovation.

www.thinkware.com
The Thinkware F800 PRO Dash Cam brings next-generation technology to the marketplace. With the premium Sony STARVIS CMOS Sensor that provides flawless recording quality with Super Night Vision, coupled with the new Energy-Saving Parking Surveillance Mode that extends coverage duration exponentially, the F800 PRO is leading the charge in pushing automotive technology to the next level.

**Sony Exmor STARVIS**
High-quality image processor captures crystal clear video in 1080p.

**GPS Tracker**
Built-in GPS antenna embeds speed, time, and location data to the video which can be displayed on the PC Viewer.

**Wi-Fi with Mobile Viewer**
Stream and download recordings to your mobile device while connected to the dash cam via Wi-Fi.

**Energy-Saving Parking Surveillance**
Extends coverage duration exponentially by keeping the dash cam in a power-saving mode during inactivity.

**Thinkware Cloud**
Telematic service that allows you to geo-fence and remotely monitor the location of your vehicle via cloud computing.

**Super Night Vision 2.0**
By taking advantage of new image processing technology optimized for Parking Surveillance, the dash cam excels in low-light conditions with reduced noise.

**Safety Camera Alert**
The built-in GPS antenna tracks the road and direction of travel to notify the driver of photo enforced areas for safe driving.

**Rear View Camera**
Record events behind your vehicle with the optional 1080p rear view camera for all-around protection.

* Optional Accessories Required